Permatech Makeup, Ink
"If you want To Make a Change, Make It for Good"
1350 E. Los Angeles Ave. #203
Simi Valley, CA 93065
(818) 877-0300

A Natural Look Course
Full Face Permanent Makeup Procedures
This class incudes creating a natural feather stroke eye brow, eyeliner along the eyelash line into a
natural eyeliner, and soft natural lips with lots of color. All the techniques you will need to create
beautiful looks for your clients with all the comfort a highly-seasoned professional has to offer with our
“123 numb technique” and “Techniques” DVDs to help hone your skills. Learn advanced skills in building
your business, regulations, networking and client management with technical support for a lifetime. Fine
tune your skill with the extended practice days offered while using your new equipment supplied in your
kit along with tools used to create brow shapes in minutes using the FATBROW measuring and practice
systems. Work will be done on live models!

Microblading Course
Hottest New Technique
Microblading has been around for many years and now is the new hot procedure to offer your clients. It
is the most natural 3D brow created because the strokes are so fine you can’t tell if its real hair or
tattoo. This class covers advanced skills in building your business, regulations, networking and client
management with technical support for a lifetime. Fine tune your skill with the extended practice days
offered while using your new equipment supplied in your kit along with tools used to create brow
shapes in minutes using the FATBROW measuring and practice systems. Work will be done on live
models.

Scalp Micropigmentation Course
3 Techniques
Change some one’s life and self a steam with scalp pigmenting in three techniques. You will learn scalp
shading (women with thyroid conditions), stippling (men), and the newest technique of scalp
microblading (men and women). Learn how to work with equipment supplied in your kit along with tools
used to create the look for your client. This class covers advanced skills in client management, building
your business, regulations, networking with technical support for a lifetime.

Paramedical Micropigmentation Course
3D Areola and Scar Camouflage
The most rewarding part of my job is giving back to my community with areola pigmentation. Creating
3D Areolas using 5 different shades of body tattoo pigment (Eternal Ink) creating the most natural
realistic breasts they used to have is awesome! Learn these amazing techniques along with working with
Doctors and client paperwork, learn how to work with equipment supplied in your kit along with tools
used to create the look for your client. This class covers advanced skills in client management, building
your business, regulations, networking with technical support for a lifetime.

- PRE-CERTIFIED COURSES Color Correction & Theory
Harmonize Color/ Color Through Skin
Permanent Makeup is not a science but an art! Color management done properly is all we can do to
have a happy client every year. A combination of product knowledgment and following the rules will
ensure successful procedures. Learn pigment classification, color tones, skin tones, harmonizing, color
correction (brow/eye/lip), RULES.

Eliminink Removal System
Body & Cosmetic
Have a client with blue/black eye brows? Sometimes we need to just pull the color out, NOT pack color
in. If this sounds familiar, why send her somewhere else for removal? You might not see her again. All
the more reason we need to add this technique to our services. Learn to remove or lighten unwanted
tattoos, so then you can tattoo in a more desirable look for your client. Work will be done on live
models.

Advanced Microblading Course
Hand Tool Technique
Already good at what you do and want to expand your skill? This is the newest hottest technique out on
the market today because of the most natural 3D brow look it offers. A must have natural look you can’t
get with any other technique. Fine tune your skill with the extended practice days offered while using
new tools used to create brow shapes in minutes using the FATBROW measuring and practice systems.
Work will be done on live models.

Advanced Scalp Micropigmentation Course
Already good at what you do and want to expand your skills? Change some one’s life and self a steam
with scalp pigmenting in three techniques. You will learn scalp shading (women with thyroid conditions),
stippling (men), and the newest technique of scalp microblading (men and women). Create the illusion
of real hair or just fill in to create the confidence your client needs.

Work Shops
Permatech Students
Having trouble or just not enough confidence to take on a specific client? Book a work shop. This class is
just for this reason. Antoinette will work with you “one on one” instructing your every step as she takes
you through the procedures to achieve your client’s needs. You do ALL the work. You reap all the
benefits of your success and clients approval while achieving more knowledge to take on more
challenges down the road.

- MASTER COURSES Powder POWER Brows/Ombre’
Trendy, New age, Power brow. For the powerful client who wants to make a statement, and who loves
her makeup, this is for that client. This technique will add advanced skill not only for the brows but
eyeliner and lips too. Using stippling techniques to add the ultimate blend using 3 colors all together.

3D Feather Stroke Brows
Tired of using one color for your brows? Go big or go home! Learn Feather Stroke brows with a round
needle o a magnum you can learn 3D/3 color brows. Advance your skill learn to use new needles to
achieve the same look.

Powdered Eyeliner
Learn how to create soft smoky eyes for your clients using a few different techniques to achieve the
desired look. Color choice is a big part of getting it right. Learn advanced techniques blending around
the corners of the eye.

3 Color Eyeshadow
Use up to three colors to achieve eyeshadow for you client. Learn a soft tap technique to tap in gentle
color for your client’s eyeshadow.

Eye Concealer
Learn how to gently tap in color around your client’s eyes to help them with those dark circles.

3D Lips
Use three colors in the lips to achieve a full pout for your clients. Become a master at packing in color
that lasts. Give your client the lips they’ve always wanted without injections.

Lipliner Blending
Learn techniques to give the clients that edge! The edge they are looking for, in their lips that is. Create
a natural edge or a deep liner for your client

